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The 2012 Tree of Knowledge Report
by Margaret Downey
For the sixth year in a row, the Freethought Society (FS) sought ground space at the
Chester County Courthouse in an effort to display a nontheist winter symbol, The Tree of
Knowledge. FS had been allowed to display The Tree of Knowledge for three consecutive years beginning in 2007, but the Chester County Commissioners banned the symbol
in 2010 with the passage of Resolution 58-10. Using the 1984 United States Supreme
Court description (Lynch vs. Donnelly) of what would secularize a public and government funded winter holiday display, the Commissioners only allow a plastic Santa
Claus, candy canes, a choo-choo train, a sleigh of gifts, and toy soldiers on the lawn of
the Chester County Courthouse along with a menorah and a creche.
In an effort to prove to the Chester County Commissioners that secular citizens in
Chester County were not satisfied with the use of childish symbols to represent their
interest during the winter holiday season, many people emailed comments, attended
Commissioner meetings and made phone calls. The testimony of Dr. Glen Loev and Dr.
Sam Ilangovan were printed in the November/December 2012 FS newsletter. (Please
see the archived article entitled “We want The Tree of Knowledge on Display!” for more
information about their statements, along with my comments.)
The effort continued, and on Tuesday, November 27, 2012, my colleague, David
Tamayo, and I addressed the Commissioners at a Sunshine Meeting. Tamayo drove
from Washington, D.C. to West Chester, Pennsylvania the night before the Commissioners’ Sunshine Meeting and I was pleased to host him as my houseguest. Below are our
comments, which can also be viewed on the following link: http://bit.ly/W2Hky8
My November 27th Comments
Good morning Commissioners and fellow citizens. My name is Margaret Downey. I am
here to represent the nontheist community as the President of the Freethought Society.
Last month, Dr. Loev attended the October 9th Sunshine Meeting with me. Dr. Loev
was also there to represent the Secular Jewish community and to express how important
it is to his community to have The Tree of Knowledge on display in 2012.
Dr. Ilangovan also attended the October 9th Sunshine Meeting with me. He attended
to represent the Indian nontheist community. His participation represented how important it was to his group that a Tree of Knowledge be allowed on the grounds of the
Chester County Courthouse during the 2012 winter holiday season.
Two years ago, I provided you, the Commissioners, with documentation demonstrating that The Tree of Knowledge had become an anticipated and valued local tradition.
The Tree of Knowledge is a recognized secular symbol celebrating education and the
written word. The Tree of Knowledge exemplifies our vision of promoting education,
reading and understanding.
Once again, I formally request that nontheists be allowed to participate in the celebration of the winter season by displaying our own symbol, The Tree of Knowledge.
To date, the October 9th requests to display The Tree of Knowledge during the 2012
holiday season have not been acknowledged. Not one Commissioner has had the decency to respond either by mail, email or telephone – even though the request for consideration was made by three supporters of the Freethought Society.
The Freethought Society is being dismissed as if the nontheist community did not

matter. We are treated like second-class citizens and we are
offended.
You have denied our freedom of expression for two years
now. The lack of respect you exhibit gives credibility to those
who want to discriminate against us. Your mistreatment of
nontheists allows hatred, negative stereotyping and disrespect
to flourish.
As elected officials, you have the power to change the
social dynamics of the community. You can help end misunderstandings and hatred by embracing the diversity of the
community. You can do this by including The Tree of Knowledge on the grounds of the Chester County Courthouse in
2012.
We, again, ask to be included in the winter holiday community tradition of displaying symbols on the lawn of the
Chester County Courthouse.
Today, however, I present to you a compromise. This
large container holds Tree of Knowledge ornaments. Each
ornament was created by a supporter of the Freethought
Society and is a sample of their favorite freethought book.
We know that some might find a few book cover
ornaments offensive. I, therefore propose that each Commissioner hand-select the ornaments that will be left off the tree
and which ornaments can be displayed.
It would take just a few minutes to make these determinations, and while some Freethought Society supporters find
this proposal an affront to their freedom of expression, the
Freethought Society Board of Directors supports this compromise. While some books will be rejected, our goal is to
celebrate with and be included among fellow citizens during
the 2012 winter holiday season.
We want our children to know what we stand for, to hear
our stories, to learn about our heroes and to know that they
are a part of a progressive and accepting community.
The nontheist community is rapidly growing and its influence on society is far-reaching. I am pleased to introduce
David Tamayo, who is here to represent Hispanic American
Freethinkers.

ers are not with me today to appear in person… well, the answer is very simple. They are afraid.
They are afraid to be discriminated against more than
they already are as both nontheists and Latinos. Yes, these
Latino nontheists are voting and productive members of this
community who feel they are being unfairly treated by you
honorable Commissioners.
Ironically, you were elected to represent them and you
refuse to acknowledge that Latino nontheists even exist.
Please think about how you have ignored repeated and reasonable requests to have a nontheist symbol placed on the
grounds alongside other symbols.
The Hispanic American Freethinkers support the use of
The Tree of Knowledge as a symbol of their choosing. Can
you blame them for feeling marginalized?
I am here to tell you a little bit about local members of
the Hispanic American Freethinkers. We use the term Latinos
or Hispanics, but we are all the same.
According to the census bureau, Hispanics make up more
than 16.5% of the U.S. population, compared to 13.3% for
the African American community. Yes, even in West Chester,
the largest minority ethnic group are the Latinos; they also
happen to be the fastest growing minority group in West
Chester and in the United States.
The Hispanic community has grown by 43% in the past
decade; that is 3 times faster than the national average.
Not surprising at all, Hispanics also happen to be the
fastest growing group of nonreligious people, at about 10%
right now, increasing their growth at the rate of about 1% per
year. This minority group is an increasingly politically active
group that expects representation from those whom they have
elected to office.
Elected officials who ignore nontheist Hispanics do so at
their own peril. If you don’t believe this, just take a look at
the latest presidential elections and you will see the great difference that the Latino vote made.
Now that you know who the Hispanic American Freethinkers are, I will get straight to an important point:
We are here to strongly support something that has been
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you censor such a symbol of hope and good, thereby insulting nontheists in the process? It just makes no sense.
Bottom line, we plead with you to see our symbol with
eyes of reason. See The Tree of Knowledge as representation
for all of the members of your community, not just the few
selected popular ones. Everyone benefits from tolerance,
education and learning.
There will always be something that will bother someone
somewhere, for whatever reason, and if that were not the
case, this would not be America.
This is supposed to be the country where an exchange of
ideas is encouraged and where the government doesn’t show
a preference for one group of people over another. Hispanic
nontheists are fast-growing members of your community and
they kindly request that you allow the return of The Tree of
Knowledge, even if it is displayed with some limitations as
described by Ms. Margaret Downey.
Please do the right thing and allow The Tree of Knowledge to be displayed at the Chester County Courthouse
grounds during the 2012 winter holiday season. Many
nontheist citizens will thank you and be greatly helped by
your support and acknowledgment. Thank you.
All three Commissioners listened, but as there were no
displays on the grounds, FS’s October 2012 request had not
been discussed. I pointed out that in only three days the traditional post-parade creche and menorah would be installed. FS
supporters had not been told whether or not a Tree of Knowledge would be allowed equal space or if Resolution 58-10
was to remain unchanged.
Commissioner Ryan Costello was so ill-informed about
FS and the issue that he tried to dismiss my comments saying
that I was not even a resident of Chester County. It was
shocking to know that even after two years of testifying in
front of him, he still thought of me as an outsider. Commissioner Costello did not want to revisit the passage of Resolution 58-10 two years ago and was annoyed that FS continued
to challenge it.
Commissioner Kathi Cozzone, however, surprised her
fellow Commissioners and the audience when she stated that
she was against the passage of Resolution 58-10 in 2010 and
was opposed to it now in 2012. She said that after hearing the
testimony, she would be in favor of “revisiting” the restrictions placed on public winter holiday displays in the wording
of Resolution 58-10.
There was a slightly heated back-and-forth of whether or
not a public or private debate should take place. At the end of
the November 27th Sunshine Meeting, it appeared that Commissioner Cozzone would have her concerns heard. The
Commissioners agreed to take up the matter again in a public
hearing on Thursday, November 29th at 10:00 AM. This gave
FS one full day to try to convince Commissioner Terence
Farrell and Costello to vote for a rescission of Resolution
58-10.
It was obvious to everyone that Commissioner Costello
could never be convinced, so we concentrated on reaching
out to Commissioner Farrell. He appeared to be the swing
vote based on his comments and demeanor during the testimony.
A call to action was placed on the Internet and through

the FS Discussion List. Supporters were asked to call and
send email messages to Commissioner Farrell’s office. We
also asked local FS supporters to attend the public meeting
on Thursday, November 29, 2012. A video of the public
meeting can be viewed at: http://bit.ly/Xe4yO0
Below is what I said on that date when comments were
welcomed at that session:
Good morning Commissioners and fellow citizens. My name
is Margaret Downey. I am here to represent the nontheist
community as the President of the Freethought Society.
The Freethought Society Board of Directors commends
Commissioner Kathi Cozzone for her courageous call to revisit Resolution 58-10, which allows for the Commissioners
to claim property located on the grounds of the Chester
County Courthouse as theirs for two months every winter.
During the winter holiday time period, the Commissioners can decide what items will be on display. Resolution 5810 states that only those items mentioned in the 1984
Supreme Court case of Lynch v. Donnelly would be allowed.
The Commissioners contended that the obligation to balance
religious displays with secular displays is satisfied with a
plastic Santa, a sleigh of gifts, candy canes and a wire choochoo.
Naturally, the nontheist community finds these symbols
insulting and childish, especially when the mission and vision of the secular community is beautifully represented in a
Tree of Knowledge display.
The Tree of Knowledge is a recognized secular symbol
celebrating education and the written word. The Tree of
Knowledge exemplifies our vision of promoting education,
reading and understanding.
We realize, however, that in order to include the Tree of
Knowledge on the grounds of the Chester County Courthouse
in 2012, Resolution 58-10 must be nullified.
The Freethought Society, therefore, is formally requesting that the Commissioners vote to continue with a winter
holiday community tradition of displaying symbols on the
lawn of the Chester County Courthouse, and include not only
The Tree of Knowledge but also symbols of other religions.
Even though the Freethought Society was given just one
day’s notice to prepare for today’s public hearing, many supporters have written directly to Commissioner Farrell. Supporters took off work today in order to be in the audience and
some have traveled long distances to be here.
Those who do not live in this area are here today to prove
that a Tree of Knowledge display will bring them back to
West Chester. The display would be a cherished symbol for
them to share with family and friends. The same pride would
be felt by local supporters of The Tree of Knowledge.
Most of the people here today are not comfortable with
public speaking, therefore, I ask those who are here in support of The Tree of Knowledge to raise their hands in order
for the three Commissioners to know that even with one day
notice you are here.
Once again, I formally request that nontheists be allowed
to participate in the celebration of the winter season by displaying our own symbol, The Tree of Knowledge.

Commissioner Farrell invited anyone else who wanted to
speak about the issue of upholding or abolishing Resolution
58-10 to the microphone. West Chester resident Robert
Hodies stated:
Good morning, my name is Robert Hodies of East Bradford
Township. I am here this morning in support of the Freethought Society and their annual Tree of Knowledge.
I am here in support of faith, but more importantly, I am
here to support a faith based on knowledge, reason and openmindedness. Why shouldn’t all people young and old, have
the opportunity to partake of intellectual curiosity?
West Chester has a unique opportunity to show the state
and the country that we are a university town that believes in
free speech and enlightenment. As Socrates proclaimed, “An
unexamined life is not worth living.” What are we afraid of?
Can’t our faith sustain the quest for knowledge?
I urge your support for the Freethought Society’s 2012
Tree of Knowledge.
FS thanks supporters Emily Anthony, Debbie Hodies
and Thomas Schottmiller who also testified that day in support of The Tree of Knowledge.
Commissioner Cozzone presented a motion to rescind
Resolution 58-10. The Commissioners then publicly discussed the pros and cons of dissolving Resolution 58-10.
Commissioner Farrell said that he had received hundreds
of email and telephone messages on Wednesday supporting
the use of The Tree of Knowledge as a secular symbol. He
also mentioned that he received about 50 email messages and

a call from England in support of a Pastafarian display.
Commissioner Farrell was amazed with the type of attention
the issue had received. Shortly thereafter, Commissioner
Farrell read Resolution 58-10 aloud and asked for a vote
from each Commissioner.
A warm round of applause echoed through the chamber
after Commissioner Cozzone stated that she believes that the
Chester County Courthouse lawn should be considered public property and that there should be an open to all policy or
no display at all.
Commissioner Cozzone’s motion to rescind Resolution
58-10 died for lack of a second, leaving The Tree of Knowledge nontheist symbol out of the 2012 Chester County winter
holiday display.
The photo below was taken shortly after the November
29, 2012 open-to-the-public Chester County Commissioners’
meeting. Pictured in the top row left to right are Robert
Hodies, Thomas Schottmiller, Maxwell Blumenauer,
Kathy Blumenauer and me.
Pictured in the front row, left to right are Emily
Anthony, Tracy McPherson, and two un-named local Pastafarian supporters who learned of the meeting through Facebook. They attended the meeting but did not speak.
The Commissioners, however, knew that there were
many people in the audience who wanted to see an end to
Resolution 58-10 because when Commissioner Cozzone’s
motion to rescind was not seconded, the entire group left the
room as a sign of protest. Journalist Michael P. Rellahan
from The Daily Local followed the group and immediately
interviewed everyone. See: http://bit.ly/Tw7CVZ

Pictured above is a sample of a Pastafarian holiday tree. Pastafarian representatives hoped to convince the Chester
County Commissioners that as a religion,
they should be able to exercise their First
Amendment rights by display something
similar during the 2012 winter holiday
season. Read more about their efforts in
the article “Pastafarian 2012 Holiday
Display Request” located elsewhere in
this January/February 2013 newsletter.

The Freethought Society’s (FS)
2013 Four-Month Activities Calendar
January 28

March 28-31

The Freethought Society and
the Ethical Humanist Society
of Philadelphia continue a
commitment to co-host quality
speakers. We are pleased to
announce Katherine Stewart
as the speaker for Monday,
January 28, 2013.
Stewart’s presentation is
based on her popular book, The
Good News Club: The Christian Right’s Stealth Assault on
America’s Children.
The presentation will take place at 7:00 PM at the Ethical
Humanist Society of Philadelphia (1906 South Rittenhouse
Square, Pennsylvania). Stewart will expose a well-funded,
highly-coordinated effort by Christian Nationalists to use
public schools to advance a fundamentalist agenda.
Stewart is an investigative journalist and author. She began her career working for the Village Voice, Newsweek International, Rolling Stone, and Marie Claire. Stewart has
also written for The New York Times, The Guardian, The
Daily Beast, Bloomberg View, and Religion Dispatches.

There is no specific Freethought Society event scheduled for
the month of March. Instead, FS supporters are encouraged
to attend the American Atheists (AA) 2013 National Convention. The convention -- Celebrating 50 Years of Reason! -will be held in Austin, Texas.
It has been an amazing fifty years since American Atheists started in Austin, with Madalyn Murray O’Hair. Now
AA is heading back to where it all began.
Come celebrate with AA at the Hyatt Regency Austin
(208 Barton Springs Road), just a short distance from downtown Austin. The hotel is also right next to the famous Bat
Bridge. A special rate of $106/night is available. The block
name is “American Atheists.”
The overflow hotel is the Wyndham. Call 800-996-3426.
The room block name is “American Atheists.” There will be
a free shuttle running during the conference between the
Hyatt and the Wyndham.
See the AA website at: www.atheists.org for a list of presenters, and please note that Freethought Society President
Margaret Downey is an invited participant.

February 26
The Freethought Society is
pleased to announce that the
Ludington Library has reopened after almost three years
of renovating. Dr. Robert
Porter will be the first speaker
that FS will host there. Please
join us at 7:00 PM on Tuesday,
February 26, 2013.
D r. P o r t e r ’s p r e s e n t ation,“Invisible Minds and the
Magical Universe” will take
place in the large meeting room
located on the main level of the
Ludington Library. The library address is 5 South Bryn
Mawr Avenue, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania. A SEPTA stop
is located across the street from the library.
Dr. Porter, is the author of The Answer Never is Magic, a
Socratic dialog on faith and religion between a skeptic and a
believer. A discussion about belief in God, angels, the Devil,
worship, prayer, sin and redemption will be presented and Dr.
Porter will examine why there seem to be so many believers.
Dr. Porter is a physician. He lives in the Philadelphia
area with his wife, elder son and four cats. In addition to indulging his inner philosopher with the publication of The Answer is Never Magic, Dr. Porter is active in progressive politics in Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania.

April 23
Please join us at 7:00 PM
on Tuesday, April 23,
2013 for Gary Berton’s
presentation, “How Thomas Paine Changed the
World.” The presentation
will take place at the
Ludington Library in the
large meeting room located on the main level.
The library address is 5
South Bryn Mawr Avenue, Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania. A SEPTA
stop is located across the street from the library.
Thomas Paine is one of the most important political philosophers in the history of mankind. He radically changed
how people look at government, human rights, equality and
justice by empowering the people to free themselves and
form their own political goals. Most of his achievements in
political philosophy are accepted conventional wisdom today.
The rest are still too radical. Berton will highlight Thomas
Paine’s radical wisdom and much more.
Berton is the Coordinator for the Institute for Thomas
Paine Studies and the Secretary of the Thomas Paine National Historical Association. Berton has been an independent
scholar on Thomas Paine for 45 years and and is a professor
of the first college course ever offered on the political philosophy of Thomas Paine in the United States. The course is
offered at Iona College.

Pastafarian 2012 Holiday Display Request
by Margaret Downey
A few days prior to the Chester
County Commissioners Sunshine
meeting scheduled for Tuesday,
November 27, 2012, I received a
call from my friend Tracy
McPherson. She told me about
her affiliation with the Pastafarians and said that she was interested in requesting a spot to display a symbol of her “religion.”
I told McPherson that she
should request a spot and that I
hoped more minorities would
also make similar efforts. We
agreed that she should attend the
meeting and address the issue of
display rights as a Pastafarian representative. Her testimony can
be seen at:

As a member of a religious minority, I am keenly aware of discrimination. Many people find my religion
laughable; in fact, you may have this
view yourselves. In the words of Isaac
Asimov, one man’s religion is another
man’s belly laugh. However, as Peter
Cameron has said, one man’s nonsense is another man’s sense. I ask
that, regardless of your own beliefs,
you show your commitment to equal
rights and the First Amendment by
allowing our church to erect a holiday
display on the courthouse lawn that is
equal in visibility to the Christian and
Jewish installations. I am committed
to seeing equality come to the Chester
County Courthouse lawn, and I trust
that you are too. Thank you for your
time.

http://bit.ly/W2Hky8
The following is what McPherson said:
It is my honor to address you today. Last December, as I
drove through West Chester, I saw the holiday displays in
front of the court house. Prominently displayed were the Jewish menorah and a Christian nativity display depicting the
birth of Christ. These symbols represent the meaning of the
holiday season to two religious communities in our area. I
could not help but feel that the display was incomplete, as
there was no acknowledgment of my religion, which I share
with a fellowship of others in our area. I am speaking of Pastafarianism.
I became a Pastafarian three years ago when I felt my
Lord speak to me. I answered him – Ramen – and have followed him ever since. As a Pastafarian, I believe that the Flying Spaghetti Monster created the world and all that is in it.
He holds us all to the ground with his Noodly Appendages,
which explains why we do not float away. He gave us suggestions for living, called The Eight I Really Would Rather
You Didn’ts, that guide Pastafarians in our daily lives. Our
gospel makes it clear that Pastafarians are to stand for all that
is good, and to stand against all that is not good.
The Holiday season is very important to Pastafarians, as
it coincides with our primary holiday, which is called Holiday. It is a time of joyful feasting, with unlimited pasta and
grog, the favored drink of Our Lord. As pastor of the Evangelical Pastafarian Church, I lead my congregation through
this time. Our church has more than 10,000 members, many
of them local; the wider Pastafarian church has a membership
in the millions. It would be meaningful to our congregation
to see our faith recognized on public property at the Chester
County Courthouse in the same way that the Christian and
Jewish religions are currently acknowledged.

When the Chester County Commissioners decided to
revisit the display restrictions of Resolution 58-10 on November 29, 2012, McPherson spoke again. Her testimony is
below and can be seen at:
http://bit.ly/Xe4yO0
Good Morning Commissioners. I am pleased to have this
opportunity to speak with you again today. On Tuesday, my
fellow Pastafarian, Tommy Reistle of Coatesville, and I addressed you to request that our religion be granted equal display rights on public property on the Courthouse lawn here in
West Chester.
In the last 48 hours, many people have weighed in on this
issue. I have heard from thousands of Pastafarians around the
world and locally that they support putting up our Pastafarian
Holiday Tree. Many Chester County Pastafarians who hoped
to be here today are not able to due to the short notice and
their work schedules. I know that you, Commissioner Terence Farrell, have received multiple emails voicing support
for this cause both from Chester County residents and concerned citizens nationwide. The Book of Solipsy, verse 72,
commands us to “be active in your government, and stand
against those things which are unfair and make no sense.”
These faithful Pastafarians are following Our Lord’s command.
As I have explained before, my belief in the Flying Spaghetti Monster is very important to me. He teaches tolerance
of those who do not share my faith in Him; in fact, this tolerance and acceptance is enshrined in our commandments.
In The Loose Canon, Book of ProvHerbs, chapter 3,
verses 32 and 33, it is written: “Love thy neighbor as thyself,
and share pasta and rum drinks galore, for in the eyes of His
Noodlitude, we are all One. Let us love, not in word or
speech, but in pasta and wine. In The Book of Solipsy, verse

8, it says “Begrudge not unto anyone the chosen spirituality
that is helpful to them.”
I want to be clear that I am fully in support of all other
religions that wish to exercise their First Amendment rights in
what should be a Free Speech Zone. I welcome my Christian
and Jewish friends and neighbors to erect their displays. If
my Hindu, Buddhist, Taoist, Muslim, Pagan, Persian, and
African American friends wish to erect displays to honor their
seasonal winter holidays of Diwali, Pancha Ganapati, Bodhi
Day, Al Hijra, the Winter Solstice, Yalda, or Kwanzaa, I
would speak up in support of them too. It is time that we all
work together to find common ground, not to select our own
personal beliefs, or even the most popular ones, and elevate
them above the rest. As Thomas Jefferson so wisely said, “If
the freedom of religion, guaranteed to us by law in theory,
can ever rise in practice under the overbearing inquisition of
public opinion, then and only then will truth prevail over
fanaticism.”
I ask you to nullify Resolution 58-10 and allow equal
representation of all faiths in displays on the grounds of the
Chester County Courthouse. I am committed to seeing this
happen and to pursuing the process needed to bring religious
equality to Chester County. Thank you for your time.
When Commissioner Kathi Cozzone’s motion to rescind
Resolution 58-10 was not seconded on November 29, 2012,
all 2010 restrictions for pubic winter holiday displays were
left in place. The Pastafarians request for a display spot during the 2012 winter holiday was denied.
A few days later, McPherson and I were guests on the
West Chester Morning Magazine radio show with hosts Bill
Mason and Doug Stirling (WCHE 1520 AM). We had a
great time discussing the reasons why the Commissioners
should have rescinded the Resolution. McPherson gave listeners a lot of details about Pastafarian holidays and beliefs.
The hosts were taken aback with McPherson’s position and

stated that in comparison to Pastafarianism, nontheism is
rational and should be respected.
When McPherson described the Pastafarian belief that
gravity was “just a theory” and she was sure that people and
things are held down by the miraculous power of the Flying
Spaghetti Monster’s tentacles, host Stirling declared that the
claim was “ridiculous.” McPherson chastised him for ridiculing her religion and I quickly chimed in that, to nontheists,
stories of virgin births, pregnancies caused by a ghost and the
birth of a so-called son of God seemed ridiculous, but it is a
right in the United States to believe such things. I was able to
add that the Freethought Society’s (FS) Tree of Knowledge
does not condemn the beliefs of others, but advocates for citizens to search for their own truths.
The radio show concluded with Stirling and Mason completely sure that Pastafarians advocate dangerous and absurd
beliefs. McPherson was so convincing that Mason advised
me to distance myself from Pastafarians. The truth is that FS
will continue to advocate that the grounds of the Chester
County Courthouse should be open to all declared religious
beliefs during the winter holiday season. FS supports the Pastafarian request and will continue to demand equality for
them as well as the nontheist community.
p

On Valentine’s Day, February 14, 2013,
please show your love for the
Freethought Society (FS)
by sending a donation!
Donations are tax-deductible. FS’s tax ID
number is: 23-2738574.
Donations can be earmarked to sponsor
your favorite FS project, events, and
educational programs.
Donations not earmarked will be use to
pay monthly storage bills, ink and paper costs,
the salary of a part-time employee,
office expenses, postage, and many other
related operational expenditures.
Please send donations to:
Freethought Society
P.O. Box 242
Pocopson, PA 19366

Pictured above are Pastafarians Paul Sayko and Tracy
McPherson. Sayko spoke off-the-cuff so his words are not
included in this article. Please use the provided link located
on page one this article to the see his video testimony.

PayPal options and more information can be
found at the FS website:
www.FtSociety.org/donate/

FS Tree of Knowledge and the Ethical Humanist Society
by Margaret Downey
While Chester County Commissioners Terence Farrell and
Ryan Costello were able to keep The Tree of Knowledge out
of the 2012 public winter holiday display in Chester County,
the Freethought Society (FS) arranged to co-host a Tree of
Knowledge display at the Ethical Humanist Society of Philadelphia (EHSP). On Sunday, December 2, 2012, a lovely 10foot artificial tree was placed in the lobby of the building,
along with a long banner indicating the name of the display.
The Tree of Knowledge was decorated by a large energetic group of people comprised of FS supporters and EHSP
members. EHSP leader Hugh Taft-Morales delivered a stirring speech about the importance of maintaining the Constitutional principle of separation of religion and government
that morning. His passion for the subject was evident and he
coined a new phrase when he declared that the Jeffersonian
Wall of Separation was a “Wall for All.”
Pictured below is Taft-Morales helping me place
ornaments on the 2012 Tree of Knowledge.

FS and EHSP have been working together for over a year
and this has lead to many great programs and friendships.
EHSP Sunday morning platforms are highly recommended.
Many social issues are discussed and activism is encouraged.
EHSP Sunday platforms are held at 11:00 AM, September
(except Labor Day weekend) through May. EHSP platforms
are free and open to the public. EHSP is located at 1906
Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia, 19103.
A coffee hour follows the formal programing and that is
the time for discussion and conversation. EHSP provides
Ethics for Children classes starting each Sunday morning at
10:45 AM. Child care is provided for children up to the age
of seven. Free parking is available with a permit you can get
inside the Society’s office. Beautiful classical piano interludes are performed by Katarzyna Marzec-Salwinski and at
times by Laurent Levy. Both pianists are classically trained
and their performances are a delight to hear.

Pictured below are Dan Hoffman and his son Manny.
Manny is holding a United States Constitution ornament
which was strategically placed near the top of The Tree of
Knowledge.

Pictured right is
FS board member
Sue O’Connell placing an ornament on
The Tree of Knowledge at the EHSP.
The branches of
the tree were filled
with almost 100
ornaments of all different sizes and highlight a wide array of
subjects.
The December 2,,
2012 event received
media attention and a
fact-filled article appeared in the Center
City version of The
Weekly Press. The journalist mentioned many of the book
titles as well as 23 names of authors. The well-written article
can be read at the following link: http://bit.ly/Wb6Or2
In the article, Taft-Morales was quoted as saying, “We
are pleased to continue the Tree of Knowledge tradition because it expresses some important values we hold dear.
Among other things, Ethical Humanism celebrates free
speech, free inquiry, and the right for people with diverse
world views to celebrate the winter season with joy.”
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The Integration of Religion and Government
by Douglas Heisler
Living in the United States, one
may often hear about the notion of
separation of religion and government. Yet this is rarely what most
citizens observe. From a religious
reference placed on United States
currency to Ten Commandments
being displayed on courthouse
walls, we are inundated with theist
propaganda, specifically Christian.
Each election day, some citizens
are assigned a voting location at a
church venue. If you want to vote
the government has not given you
an option. I have been compelled to
exercise my right to vote in a
church. This is bothersome to me,
but I have been asked why.
The reason it is upsetting to me
to cast a vote in a church is that the
government of the United States is
supposed to remain neutral in regard to religion. The United
States Constitution advocates freedom of religion, but it excludes compelling citizens to choose a religion. The words
“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion” should extend to the voting booth!
The use of the religious structure as a voting venue can
convey a sense of guilt or compulsion upon a would-be
Christian voter, and several additional pejoratives among
non-Christians. A direct example of this was the road-sign of
the Thorndale Baptist Church during the 2010 midterm elections stating, “PRAY FOR GUIDANCE FROM GOD –
THEN VOTE.”
My jaw dropped and I just had to take a picture of it. The
thoughts swirling in my head were a piercing cacophony of
questions. Pray? To which God? Did they just tell me to ask
to be manipulated and then vote? Is this a form of voter intimidation?
I truly contemplated whether or not the sign constituted
voter intimidation, because one cannot separate the building
from the signage on its property for they both represent the
same institution. Thus the building itself, in my mind, became an additional source of discomfort because of the
signage. If I am correct, there are supposed to be no political
advertisements within ten feet of the polling place. More and
more frequently we are seeing religious organizations test the
boundaries of their 501(c)(3) tax exemption in regards to
political involvement. How then does the ten foot statute apply when the polling place itself can be its own political
propaganda?
I would like to point out a few hypocrisies in
Pennsylvania law that I believe pertain to this commentary:
The Pennsylvania State Constitution states, “All men
have a natural and indefeasible right to worship Almighty
God according to the dictates of their own consciences; no
man can of right be compelled to attend, erect or support any

place of worship or to maintain any
ministry against his consent; no human authority can, in any case whatever, control or interfere with the
rights of conscience, and no preference shall ever be given by law to
any religious establishments or
modes of worship.”
I dare say that I am not alone in
my feelings on the matter. Let us
have the elections at a non-Christian
house of worship, because I truly
feel that this is the only way to get
the point across to the Christian majority. Freedom of religion in this
country was born from the desire to
have freedom from religion! Citizens are not to be persecuted for
religious beliefs or the lack thereof.
In the interest of freedom and equality, may we not repeat historic incidents of religious persecution, but learn from it.
The government is expected to posture itself as allinclusive in regards to the use of religion, and specifically the
word “God.” However, try getting them to place “In Allah
We Trust,” “In Vishnu We Trust” or removing any reference
to religion on our currency and see what happens.
Just imagine if the government asked everyone to vote in
a synagogue, temple or mosque. To me, this would be just as
offensive as voting in a church, but I wonder how the rest of
society would feel about it. Perhaps they might then understand why no religion or system of beliefs should be promoted at all. It is blatantly obvious where biases lie though.
It is important that all citizens who are assigned a church
setting as a voting venue file a complaint and object immediately. Take photos as proof of more entanglements (signs,
religious elements, etc.) and note details in regard to people
who work the polls and if literature is made available. Surely
there is an available secular location in any given district!
Find out if that is an option.
Several national groups are collecting this type of information in order to file formal complaints. Contact these
groups if your voting venue is located in a church:
American Humanist Association
1777 T Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20009-7125
Freedom From Religion Foundation
P.O. Box 730
Madison, WI 53701
Americans United for Separation of Church and State
1301 K Street NW, Suite 850E
Washington, D.C. 20005

The 2012 Human Tree of Knowledge Event
by Margaret Downey
Supporters of the Freethought Society’s (FS) Tree of Knowledge hoped that December 1, 2012 would be the day that a holiday
display would be erected on the grounds of the Chester County Courthouse, but the plans did not come to fruition. For the third
year in a row, Chester County Commissions Terence Farrell and Ryan Costello prevented participation of the nontheist community by keeping Resolution 58-10 in place. Instead of installing and decorating a Tree of Knowledge, supporters selected their
favorite book ornament and stood on the steps situated in front of the Old Glory statue at the Courthouse. Formal speeches were
delivered by FS board member Glen Loev and myself. The speeches are reprinted below. Pictured below is a visitor who, when
out walking his dogs, stopped to pick up free FS literature. Helping him at the display table is Bob Lennon, who provided the
sound system for the event and made a video of the speeches. The video can be seen at: http://bit.ly/10Cl0zQ. Ironically, Dan
Barker’s song “Beware of Dogma” was playing as the visitor chatted with us.
My Presentation
Good afternoon everyone! My name is
Margaret Downey. I’m the founder and
current president of the Freethought
Society. Welcome! Thank you for attending this Freethought Society Tree of
Knowledge event and thanks for posing for
photos holding the book covers of your
choice.
It’s great to see you all here to demonstrate that we freethinkers are indeed valuable members of the community. While
our symbol – The Tree of Knowledge – has
been banned from the holiday display area
here in the Borough of West Chester, Pennsylvania, your participation today makes it clear that we will not remain a silent
and invisible minority. There are some citizens of West
Chester who hope – and I’m sure who have actually prayed –
that we will simply go away, but we remain strong and determined to take a stand for reason, science, reading, and
learning. We will not go away!
Say it with me. We will not go away!
And we will not remain silent!
Say it with me. We will not remain silent!
Today, all of us are taking a stand – a stand against being
treated like second-class citizens. This year, Chester County
Commissioner Kathi Cozzone tried to stop Commissioners
Terence Farrell and Ryan Costello from claiming this plot of
taxpayer land as their place to endorse a belief in a god.
When Resolution 58-10 was passed in 2010, only Commissioner Cozzone objected to the wording, which was used
to uproot The Tree of Knowledge. Just two days ago, Commissioner Cozzone – please remember her name, as she is a
courageous legislator – bravely put forward a motion to abolish Resolution 58-10. As most of you here today already
know, Commissioner Cozzone’s motion was not seconded,
and thus defeated.
We thought that perhaps Commissioner Farrell could be
swayed to see our point of view since his official Republican
website proudly points out that he is the first African American to hold the office of Chester County Commissioner. We
reasoned that he might be able to remember how his ancestors fought for their civil rights and how they demanded
equality, respect, and a place at the table. After all, that is exactly what we freethinkers are asking for when we ask to
have our symbol displayed on the grounds of the Chester

County Courthouse. But Commissioner
Farrell was not listening. Please remember
his name because he is a man of great possibilities if only he would open his heart
and mind to accept the diversity of the
community.
Commissioner Farrell was not moved
when Dr. Glen Loev provided insight into
the Secular Jewish community and talked
about the value of allowing The Tree
Knowledge so that his fellow secular Jews
could display the books that are important
to them. Commissioner Farrell also turned
a deaf ear to Dr. Sam Ilangovan’s testimony that the nontheist Indian community endorses The Tree
of Knowledge. The nontheist Indian community desires to
display their books on The Tree of Knowledge – books that
have enlightened many in India and here in the United States.
Commissioner Farrell was not swayed when David
Tamayo testified on behalf of the Hispanic American Freethinkers. Tamayo presented facts and statistics about the
quickly growing Hispanic nontheists community, but Commissioner Farrell was not impressed.
Commissioner Farrell received hundreds of emails;
phone calls, and heard from freethinkers who attended the
November 29th Sunshine Meeting. The Freethought Society
thanks Emily Anthony, Thomas Schottmiller, Deb Hodies,
and Bob Hodies for speaking out in support of The Tree of
Knowledge at the November 29th Commissioner’s’ meeting.
After all of this, Commissioner Farrell would not second
the motion to abolish Resolution 58-10 and left in place a
policy that endorses, respects and recognizes only the Jewish
and Christian communities. I say, “Shame on you, Commissioner Farrell.”
If you agree, shout it out with me. Shame on you Commissioner Farrell!
The secular community is not satisfied with the placement of a plastic Santa! Our mission and vision for the world
is not represented by plastic candy canes and a wire choochoo train! We want our symbol on the grounds of this
Courthouse. We want our Tree of Knowledge! The book
ornaments we have lovingly made over the years convey who
we are and what is important to us. Our book ornaments
advocate learning about history, philosophy and science.
When we grace the branches of The Tree of Knowledge
with biographies and autobiographies of our “real life”
heroes, we honor the brave, the honest and the intelligent.

In this public forum, the religious community is given an
opportunity like no other. The religious community can bring
their families to visit this winter holiday site, showing them
that their religious beliefs are more important than anyone
else’s. They tell their stories, their version of the truth and
they honor their God, all on government grounds. Well, we
also want to share our stories, our knowledge and we want to
share our information about the “real life” people we admire.
We want to do so equally with the religious community, not
just stand here for a few hours to form a temporary makeshift
display. We want our friends, co-workers, neighbors and family to know that we are a part of this community.
The Tree of Knowledge promotes learning, reading and
questioning. What – I ask you – is wrong with that? When the
Commissioners allow use of a public space with only the
religious community, they express approval of segregation
and discrimination! The religious displays give a nod of approval and acceptance to the religious community while the
nontheist community is ignored, demeaned and demonized.
The duty of public officials is to promote harmony,
brotherhood and peace within the community, but these
grounds are now all about “We the Commissioners,” not “We
the People.”
We are not going to shut up! We are going to keep
demanding a place at the table. We are developing a plan of
action, but we need your help in the form of activism and
donations.
Please sign up to receive a complimentary newsletter
email subscription so that you can be directly involved in our
action plan.
Your voices, your participation and your financial help
will keep this and many more separation of religion and government issues in the public eye. Speak up now and stay involved for the rest of your lives. Remember that if you say
nothing and do nothing, you will be considered nothing.
And now I invite anyone who would like to convey their
sentiments to introduce themselves and either speak about
this issue or tell us why you selected the book ornament that
you are holding. We want to know who you are, why you
were compelled to be here and why the pursuit of knowledge
is important to you.
Glen Loev’s Presentation
Well, here we are again, forming a Human Tree of Knowledge because two out of three of the Chester County Commissioners refuse to let the secular community put up a holiday symbol of our choosing -- a “real” Tree of Knowledge.
There are those who say that, in the scheme of things,
this is not a big deal; we should get over it, move on, and take
on bigger and more important goals. Those who say that
make a good point actually; there are so many pressing issues
that need attention.
To mention just a few, the growing income disparities
whereby so many hardworking people are struggling to get
by, the declining quality of so many of our public schools
and, even with the passage of Obamacare, many don’t have
access to adequate healthcare.
So why are we here when we could be staffing a food
kitchen or escorting women who need health services to
medical clinics besieged by anti-choice protestors?

Because we can’t do everything that needs to be done.
Today, we are on the cutting edge of the issue of separation of
religion and government. We’re out here on the street, where
the rubber meets the road, literally! If we don’t stand up for
our Constitutional rights, who will?
In denying our putting up a Tree of Knowledge, the
county commissioners conform to what is, apparently, the
minimum legal requirements established in 1984 by the
Supreme Court decision in Lynch vs. Donnelly, whereby
religious displays on public grounds are permitted as long as
they are balanced by the inclusion of a secular display.
For 3 years, in 2007, 2008, and 2009, local secular residents were permitted to place The Tree of Knowledge on the
lawn here of the Chester County Courthouse in the area designated for other winter holiday displays.
In 2010, 2011, and again this year, permission to place a
Tree of Knowledge among the winter holiday displays has
been denied. Instead, the secular inclusion requirement is
fulfilled with a plastic Santa Claus, a wire-lit choo-choo train
and plastic candy canes.
Again, while this collection is apparently sufficient to
satisfy minimal legal obligations of Lynch v. Donnelly, childish symbols do not at all satisfy the secular community. Do
they? NO!
There is ample space on the grounds of the Chester
County Courthouse for The Tree of Knowledge. Since it takes
up much less room than the Santa, choo-choo train, and
candy canes, we see no good reason for The Tree of Knowledge to be banned from the area and replaced with those cute
but meaningless displays.
Why, after 3 years of successful, peaceful Tree of Knowledge displays, was permission revoked?
The commissioners have not responded to our requests
for an explanation. But it seems that the decision was taken in
response to complaints of some residents and members of the
clergy.
Why would they object?
Are they afraid that adherents of religious doctrine might
be seduced away from their faith by the siren song of a
rational worldview?
If so, this is an unfair reason to discriminate against the
nontheist minority. Religious communities were permitted to
select and install symbols of their choosing. The secular
community simply requests the same opportunity, nothing
more.
The Tree of Knowledge is not a contradiction to, or in
competition with, religious sensitivities. Our symbol promotes knowledge, education, reading, and exposure to a wide
range of ideas. Who opposes learning and expanding one’s
horizons?
We are not trying to take down their symbols – quite the
opposite! We support more inclusion! Let’s have a Kwanzaa
candle display, an oil lamp for the Hindu holiday of Duwali, a
noodly tree for Pastafarians and more!
We are not asking for special treatment. We just want The
Tree of Knowledge to join other holiday symbols on these
public courthouse grounds. We’ve been turned down again
this year, but we’re on the right side of history. We will continue to explore our legal options, and we will be here again
in 2013 and as long as it takes.
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Photos from the 2012 Human Tree of Knowledge Event

The 2012 Human Tree of Knowledge event was attended by
about 30 people, most of whom are pictured above. A group of
young ladies stopped to add their voices to the songs being
sung. They seemed to enjoy the experience.
Pictured left is Staks Rosch holding his favorite book
cover ornament, Misquoting Jesus by Bart D. Ehrman.
Below left is Dr. Robert Porter, who spoke about the book
he recommends reading, The Portable Atheist by Christopher
Hitchens.
Below right is Vin Aggarwal speaking about the importance of The Tree of Knowledge display and how unfair it is that
the symbol was not allowed on the grounds of the Chester
County Courthouse.

Donations are needed
to offset expenses
related to
creating more
Tree of Knowledge
ornaments.
An earmarked
donation will allow
the
Freethought Society
to make ornaments
as new books of
interest to nontheists
are published.
See the back page
of this newsletter for
donation information.

In the November/December 2012 Freethought Society newsletter, the effort to be of assistance to victims of Hurricane Sandy
was announced (see: Freethinkers Prepared to Help Others by
Margaret Downey). We are pleased to announce that our fundraising effort totaled $5,319.00 for distribution to those in
need. A list of donors, who donated to three categories (Haiti,
USA and general) is printed below and we thank each person
listed for their generosity.
Hurricane Sandy struck Haiti with devastating results. The
Mouvement de la Jeunesse pour la Liberte de la Pensee en
Haiti wrote and asked for emergency assistance. $1,000 was
immediately wired to the group. They sent the photo expressing their thanks. Pictured left to right are Romulas Othelo,
Marie Serge Jean Jacques, Ramson Cadeau, Billy Almoza,
Gregory Judney, and Pierre Esnor Pierre.
A full report on how the remainder of the donations were
distributed will be printed in the March/April 2013 FS newsletter. More information and personal stories about those recipients will be included. FS, The Texas Freethought Convention, Volunteers Beyond Belief, and the UnitedCoR thank the generous persons listed below who helped prove that the nontheist community takes action when a natural disaster occurs:
Alan Gold
Alice Davenport
Anita Martinez
Beth Herman
Brandon Allen
Bryan Dunlap
Byron Canfield
Carla Burris
Carol Everhart Roper
Christopher Varner
Claudia Sole
Clint Rasic
Daniel Harvey
Darrel Welden
David Diskin
David Namy
David Schey
David Waite
Dennis Kourktchan
Desert Designs
Dorothy Sacks

Edward Burns
Eileen Kues
Erica Carter
Faith Oremland
Freethought Oasis
Glen Loev
Herbert Davis
Jamie Warnock
Jane Russell
Jay Campbell
Jerome Pagani
Jerry Moulder
Jerry Williams
Joanne Gibbs
Jon Morgan
Jovelean Borces
Judith Howse
Katherine Rudolph
Kathryn Wise
Keith Geissler
Kristina Mogel

Laura Rothkopf
Leah Cox
Lewis Gollub
Lewis Goodell
Lindsay King
Lollie Trimino
Lynn Sawyer
Margaret Barlow
Mary Hakkinen
Martin Kerr
Michael Asbury
Michael Leibensperger
Michael Lewis
Michael Sloane
Mike Robinson
Nancy Bilheimer
Nancy Greig
Nancy Lowinger
Nicholas Risso
Paul Cooper
Peter Watt

Porsche Holcomb
Principles of Evolution
Randall Lord
Randall Wall
Richard Honess
Rita Hoffman Baker
Robert Kiser
Rulon Downard
Ryan Rice
Sarah Webster
Shawn Robbins
Stan Fowler
Susette Geissier
Thomas Creswell
Tiffany Stoddrd
Tim Miller
Tony Ansell
Vic Wang
W. Andrew Stover
Wayne McGinnis
Yolanda Kaufman

The Freethought Society (FS) promotes freedom of thought, expression and choice. FS also advocates separation of religion and
government. FS publishes this newsletter every other month, The Freethought Society News. The newsletter is delivered as an
ezine via email and is complimentary to supporters, donors, like-minded individuals and those who are interested in learning
more about freedom of thought.
Monthly events take place in many locations across the United States, with emphasis in the tri-state area of Pennsylvania,
Delaware and New Jersey. FS activities and services depend on the financial contributions of supporters. Funds may be sent
using this form or via the FS website (www.FtSociety.org/donate/). All contributions to FS are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law (Tax ID Number: 23-2738574). Please donate generously.
Yes! I want to:
( ) become a supporter of FS (Please enclose checks payable to the Freethought Society):
$30 Individual Supporter
$35 Family Supporter
$20 Student
$1,000 Supporter for a Lifetime
( ) become a “Freethought Star” by setting up an automatic monthly donation to FS from my bank or through
PayPal in the amount of (circle one): $5 $10 $15 $20 $25 $30 $35 $40 $45 $_____(other per month)
( ) earmark a donation to (insert project, event or committee name): ________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________
City, State and Zip: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Email Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _____________________________________________Cell: _______________________________________________
( ) Check here if you prefer your sponsorship to remain anonymous.
FS will email a complimentary newsletter to potential supporters. Please provide contact information for anyone who might be
interested in receiving an FS newsletter.
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Use this same form to bid on the use of the FS St. Croix Cottage.
FS’s cottage in St. Croix is available for use the 11th week of each year. In
2013, the week offered will be March 16-23 (Saturday-Saturday). The yearly
maintenance fee for the beachside cottage at Chenay Bay Beach Resort is
$900.
The lowest bid FS can accept must meet that cost.
The bid is for a one-week stay in cottage number 6 and does not include
travel, rental car or food expenses. If you are interested in placing a bid for the
use of this property, please return this form to the address below:
Freethought Society
P.O. Box 242
Pocopson, PA 19366-0242
Email a bid to:
http://bit.ly/XJFfWX
For additional information see:
St.Croix@FtSociety.org

